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0. INTRODUCTION 
IN order to distinguish between the combinatorial properties of finite simplicial complexes 
and the topology of compact polyhedra and compact manifolds it is necessary to consider 
infinite simplicial complexes, non-compact polyhedra, open manifolds, and algebraic K- 
and L-theory. The classic cases are the Milnor Hauptvermutung counterexamples of 
non-combinatorial homeomorphisms of compact polyhedra, the proof by Novikov of the 
topological invariance of the rational Pontrjagin classes, and the structure theory of Kirby 
and Siebenmann for high-dimensional compact topological manifolds. The open manifolds 
arise geometrically as tame ends: in the applications it is necessary to close them. 
The obstruction theory for closing tame ends of open manifolds is also the obstruction 
theory for deciding if a finitely dominated space is homotopy equivalent to a finite C W 
complex. 
Dejnition 1. A topological space X isjnitely dominated if it is a homotopy retract of 
a finite C W complex, i.e. if there exist a finite C W complex K, mapsf: X + K, g : K + X and 
a homotopy af- 1:X-X. 
The Wall [20] finiteness obstruction [X] E K,(Z [rci (X)]) of a finitely dominated space 
X is such that [X] = 0 if and only if X is homotopy equivalent o a finite C W complex. 
The finite domination properties of infinite cyclic covers of finite C W complexes are of 
particular interest. In fact, every finitely dominated space X is homotopy equivalent o an 
infinite cyclic cover of a finite C W complex (see Section 4 for a proof). 
Here is how infinite cyclic covers of finite C W complexes arise in geometric topology. 
A tame end E of an open n-dimensional manifold W has a finitely dominated neighbourhood 
v c W which is an infinite cyclic cover of a compact n-dimensional manifold F’, the 
“wrapping up” of s with Vx R 2 vx S’ c Wx S ‘. It is possible to express V as a union 
v’ u V- with V’ n v- a compact (n - l)-dimensional manifold and v+, v- finitely 
dominated, with rri( v’) = rrl (v-) = n1 (p) = n,(c). The end obstruction of Siebenmann 
[14] is the finiteness obstruction [E] = [V’] E K”,(Z [rri(s)]), with [s] = 0 if (and for n 2 6 
only if) the tame end can be closed. 
In this paper the Novikov rings of formal power series will be used to obtain 
a homological characterization of finite domination for an infinite cyclic cover of a finite 
C W complex. In [ 131 this characterization will be applied to the study of fibre bundles over 
S’, fibred knots, the bordism of diffeomorphisms and open book decompositions. In [S] 
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this characterization will be related to the topological 
tameness for open manifolds considered by Quinn [I 11. 
notions of forward and reverse 
Definition 2. The Novikou rings of a ring A are the completions A(@)), A((z- ‘)) of the 
Laurent polynomial extension A [z, z- ‘1 given by 
( 
cc, 
A((Z)) = 1 LljZjl(j IUlflj # OEA) finite 
j=-a I 
A((Z-‘)) = 
i 
f ajZj( {j 2 OlUj # OEA) finite 
j=-30 I 
with intersection 
A(@)) n A((z-‘)) = A[z, z-l] = 
1 
f lljZjl{jE~]llj # OEA} finite . 
j=-m I 
Traditional Morse theory deals with [W-valued functions of compact manifolds. Novikov 
[9] suggested the use of these rings in counting the critical points of S’-valued Morse 
functions on compact manifolds M, initially in the case nl(M) = B, A = Z. Pazhitnov [lo] 
showed how to apply the Novikov rings with A = Z [n] to the Morse theory of S ‘-valued 
Morse functions on arbitrary compact manifolds M with n,(M) = 71 x Z. The Novikov 
rings also appear in the Morse-theoretic hain complex construction of Floer homology by 
Hofer and Salamon 143. 
Definition 3. The A-coeficient homology of a connected C W complex X is 
H*(X; A) = H*(A OE[n,(X)1 C(0 
with A a Z[n,(X)]-module and C(f) the cellular Z[n,(X)]-module chain complex of the 
universal cover x’. 
Algebraic K-theory decides if a finitely dominated space is homotopy equivalent to 
a finite CWcomplex. Homology with coefficients in the Novikov rings decides if an infinite 
cyclic cover of a finite C W complex is finitely dominated. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a$nite C W complex with universal cover J? and fundamental group 
zI(X) = K x Z, so that Z[xl (X)] = iZ[z] [z, z- ’ 1. The in$nite cyclic cover S = Z/R is 
finitely dominated if and only if X is Z [n]( (z))- and Z [z] ((z- l))-acyclic 
H*(X; U4((z))) = H*(X; Z[nJ((z-‘))) = 0. 
Theorem 1 is proved in Section 5 by an application to the cellular chain complex C(z) 
and the group ring A = Z [7~] of the corresponding characterization of finite domination for 
a finite finitely generated (f.g.) free A [z, z- ']-module chain complex C valid for arbitrary A. 
By definition, C is A-finitely dominated if and only if it is A-module chain equivalent o 
a finite f.g. projective A-module chain complex. It is known from the work of Wall [20] that 
8 is finitely dominated if and only if C(z) is Z [n-J-finitely dominated. It is proved in Section 
5 that C is A-finitely dominated if and only if 
H*(A((z))@4[z,Z-+) = H*(A((z-?) OA[z,z-‘IC) = 0. 
However, the proof is best understood in terms of the topology of infinite cyclic covers of 
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compact spaces. The two conditions in Theorem 1 arise as follows: by the C W analogue of 
manifold transversality it is possible to decompose the infinite cyclic cover X of the finite 
C W complex X as a union X = X’ u X - of infinite subcomplexes X+, X- c X with 
X’ n Jim finite and n,(X+) = q(d-) = q(X) = n. 
ii- _f+(_)ip _qt 
x 
The cover X is finitely dominated if and only if both X ’ and X - are finitely dominated. It 
turns out that H,(X; Z[rc]((z))) = 0 if and only if X- is finitely dominated, 
H,(X; Z[n]((z-I))) = 0 if and only if Xt is finitely dominated. See Section 6 for the 
connection with the algebraic chain complex theory of tame ends developed in Hughes and 
Ranicki [S] . 
Example. The universal cover of S’ is S’ = Iw with 
l-2 
C(W): . . . +O+Z[z,z-‘I- Z[z, z-l] 
and 
~*(S’;Z[z,z-‘1) =H*(l - z:Z[z,z-‘1 +qz,z-‘1) = Z 
H*(S’; Z((z))) = H*(l - z: Z((z)) --) E((z))) = 0 
H*(S’; Z((z_‘))) = H*(l - z:E((zY’))+Z((z_‘))) = 0 
since 1 - z~Z[z, z-‘1 becomes a unit in Z((z)) and H((z-‘)) with 
(1 -z))’ = f ZiEZ((Z)), (1 - z)-’ = - g ZiEZ((Z_‘)). 
i=O i=-m 
A compact n-dimensional manifold M with a finitely dominated infinite cyclic cover 
ti is a potential fibre bundle over S ‘. The manifold M is a fibre bundle over S’ if and only if 
A? = c*[w for a Morse function c: M -+ S’ with no critical points. Farrell [3] and Sieben- 
mann [17] formulated the obstruction to M being a fibre bundle over S1 as an element 
@(M)E Wh(q(M)), with O(M) = 0 if (and for n 2 6 only if) M fibres over S’. 
For any group z define the abelian group 
W((x x Q) = &(U4((4))lf f 71 x z, 1 + a~1 CCzll> 
by analogy with the Whitehead group II%(x) = K,(Z[n])/{ f rc}, with 
f nxH = (* gz’IgErr,jEB} 
1 + Zz[7C][[Z]] = 
i 
f, UjZjIUjCb[7C]*UO = 1 
j=O I 
the subgroups of Kl (Z [z] ((z))) generated by trivial units in Z [n] ((z)). 
Pazhitnov [lo] conjectured that for a compact manifold M with nl(M) = 71 x Z the 
infinite cyclic cover &i = 1\-7i/rr is finitely dominated if and only if H,(M; Z [R]( (z))) = 0. The 
S’-valued Morse theory of Novikov [9] was developed further in [lo], allowing the 
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Z [n] ((z))-coefficient Reidemeister torsion 
to be regarded as a fibering obstruction. The following corollary verifies this conjecture, and 
clarifies the precise relationship between the two fibering obstructions. It will be proved in 
detail in [13]. 
COROLLARY. Let M be a compact n-dimensional manvold with q(M) = z x Z. The infinite 
cyclic cover A = i@;il?l of M isJinitely dominated ifand only ifH,(M; Z[A]((Z))) = 0, in which 
case the natural map W%(TT x if) + Wh((n x Z)) sends the Farrell-Siebenmann Jibering ob- 
struction Q(M) E Wh(n x Z) to the Pazhitnor Fibering construction z(M; Z [YT]((z))) E 
Wh( (x x Z)), and O(M) = 0 ifand only ifz(M; Z [n] ((z))) = 0. Thus, ifn;i isfinitely dominated 
z(M; Z[n]((z))) = 0 if(andfor n 2 6 only if)Jib res over S ‘, as proved in [lo] using S ‘-valued 
Morse theory. 
Idea of Proof: The h [7c] ((z))-coefficient homology is such that H,(M; Z [x1((z))) = 0 if 
and only if H,(M; Z[TT]((Z-I))) = 0, by PoincarC duality and the universal coefficient 
theorem. The natural map wh(n x Z) + Wh((n x Z)) is the projection sending one of the 
%-factors in the Bass decomposition of Wh(n x Z) to 0: 
Wh(n x Z) = W%(K) 0 K”,(Z[77]) 0 G&(Z[7r]) 0 %o(Z[71]) 
+ Wh((n x Z)) = K%(x) 0 K”,(Z[?z]) 0 %,(‘Z[7c]) 
and the two %-components of @(M)E Wh(n x if) are dual to each other. 0 
The fundamental group of a connected infinite cycle cover x of a connected space X is 
the a-twisted extension of nl(x) by the infinite cyclic group Z, 
7cl(X) = 71&Y) x,H 
with c( = c, : 7~~ (x) + q(x) the automorphism induced (up to inner automorphisms) by 
a generating covering translation [ : 8 + 8. For the sake of simplicity, we shall only be 
concerned with the untwisted case a = 1, x1(X) = n,(x) x Z, but all the results obtained 
here extend to the general case with arbitrary a, subject to the additional hypothesis that 
A~@) is finitely presented. 
1. ALGEBRAIC TRANSVERSALITY 
The homological characterization of finite domination is an application of an algebraic 
theory of transversality for chain complexes over polynomial extensions, which mimics the 
existence of compact fundamental domains for infinite cyclic covers of compact manifolds. 
The infinite cyclic covers x of a space X are classified by the homotopy classes of maps 
c:X + S’, with 
x = {(x, t)E x x Iw 1 c(x) = [t] ES’ = W/Z}. 
The connected covers J? of a connected space X correspond to maps c with 
c* : x1(X) + n, (S’) = 2’ onto, in which case the fundamental group exact sequence of the 
fibration 8 + XL S’ expresses x1(X) as an extension of x1(_%) by Z: 
(1) +n~(8)+71~(X)+Z+{1}. 
The connected covers x are thus classified by the normal subgroups K c x1(X) with infinite 
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cyclic quotient rrl(X)/n = Z, such that 
x = @r, 7&F) = 7c 
with d the universal cover of X. As stipulated in the Introduction it will be assumed that the 
generating covering translation 
[:X--+X x+zx 
induces an inner automorphism [* : nl (8) = R + II, so that 
?rr(X) = x x z, Z[rri(X)] = Z[7r] [z, z-l]. 
GEOMETRIC TRANSVERSALITY. Let M be a compact n-dimensional manifold with 
x1(M) = n x Z and infinite cyclic cover M = M/R. The classifying map c : M + S ’ can be 
made transverse regular at a point * eS1, and cutting M along a codimension 1 submanifold 
N = c- ’ (*) c M gives a compact fundamental domain (MN; N, CN) with 
M = MN u N x [0, 11, n;i = fi cjMN, rcl(MN) = x1(N) = rt. 
j= -co 
The two inclusions f, g : N + MN determine an exact sequence of Z [n] [z, z- ‘]-module chain 
complexes 
0 -+ C(Iv)[z, z-l] f-ze + C(R,)[z, z-l] + C(i0) + 0 
with a, A, i@, the universal covers of M, N, MN. 
ALGERBRAIC TRANSVERSALITY (Waldhausen [19] and Ranicki [12,8.12]). Every finite 
basedfg.free A [z, z- ‘I-module chain complex C is such that there is dejned a simple exact 
sequence 
o+D[z,z-‘1 ~-zg~E[z,z-‘]+C-bO 
for some finite based fg. free A-module chain complexes D, E and A-module chain maps 
f, g : D + E. In fact, E can be chosen to be the fg. free A-module subcomplex of C generated by 
base elements of the type zjb for the base elements b of C, and 
f:D= Enz-‘E-+E; x+zx 
g:D = Enz-‘E-E; x+x. 
The proof of Theorem 2 will make use of the following consequence of algebraic 
transversality. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any finite fg. free A[z, z-‘]-module chain complex C there exist 
a finite fg. free A[z]-module subcomplex C’ c C and a finite fig. free A[z- ‘]-module 
subcomplex C- c C such that C’ n C- is a jnitefg. free A-module chain complex and 
ACz, z-‘I @A[~I C+ = A[z, z-‘1 @I~[~-‘, C- = C 
with a Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence 
O-+C+nC-+C+~C-+C+0. 
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Proof: Choose bases for C, let D, E,f; g be as in the statement of algebraic transversality 
above, and set 
C+ = im(E[z] + C), C- = im(E[z-‘1 + C) 
so that C+ n C- = E. 0 
2. THE MAPPING TORUS 
The mapping torus is a homotopy model for a space with an infinite cyclic cover. 
Definition 4. The mapping torus of a self-map f: X + X is the identification space 
Uf 1 = x x L-0, lll{(~, 0) = (f (x),1) I x EX > 
with canonical infinite cyclic cover the two-sided mapping telescope 
F(f)= fi Xx[O, l]x{n} {(x,O,n)=(f(x), l,n+ l)lxEX). 
n=--a) 
An infinite cyclic cover of a space X corresponds to a mapping torus in the homotopy 
type of x. 
PROPOSITION 2. If p: _f + X is the projection of an in.nite cyclic cover with covering 
translation c : 8 + 8 then 
q:T(i)-+X; (% t) + Pm 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
‘WHITEHEAD LEMMA’ FOR MAPPING TORI (Mather [6]). For any maps f: X + Y, g : Y + X 
there are de$ned inverse homotopy equivalences 
%f I+ Pfg); (x3 s) --) (f ($7 s) 
T(fs) + T( cd-); (Y? t) + (g(Y), t). 
3. HOMOTOPY FINITENESS 
Finitely dominated spaces are topological analogues of f.g. projective modules, which 
are the direct summands of f.g. free modules. The difference between the homotopy types of 
finite and finitely dominated C W complexes is precisely the difference between f.g. projec- 
tive and f.g. free modules. 
An infinite cyclic cover 8 of a finite C W complex X is an infinite C W complex; in 
general, it is not even homotopy equivalent o a finite C W complex. 
A finite Eg. free A [z, z- ']-module chain complex C is not finitely generated over A, and 
is not in general chain equivalent o a finite f.g. projective A-module chain complex. 
Definition 5. A topological space X is homotopy Jinite if it is homotopy equivalent o 
a finite C W complex. 
Example. If X = K x S’ for a finite C W complex K then the infinite cyclic cover 
X = K x Iw 2: K is homotopy finite. 
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PROPOSITION 3. A topological space X is finitely dominated if and only if X x S’ is 
homotopy finite. 
Proof: Given a finite domination (K,f: X + K, g: K + X, gffl: 1 :X -+ X) apply the 
Mather lemma to obtain a homotopy equivalence 
X x S l N T(gf) N T(fg) = finite C W complex. 
The converse is trivial. 0 
Finite domination and homotopy finiteness are detected on the chain level by the 
following. 
WALL FINITENESS OBSTRUCTION [20]. A connected C W complex X is jinitely dominated 
(resp. homotopyjnite) ifand only ifthe fundamental group n,(X) isjinitely presented and the 
cellularfree Z [rrl (X)]-module chain complex C(x”) of the universal cover 2 is chain equivalent 
to afinitefg. projective (resp.free) Z [x1 (X)] -module chain complex. If X isJinitely dominated 
the reduced projective class of any Pnitefg. projective Z [x1 (X)]-module chain complex P in 
the chain homotopy type of C(x”): 
is the finiteness obstruction, such that [X] = 0 if and only if X is homotopy finite. 
SIEBENMANN END OBSTRUCTION [14]. An open n-dimensional manifold W with one tame 
end E admits aJinitely dominated cocompact closed neighbourhood of the end X c W with 
x1(X) = nl(e). The end obstruction of E is dehned to be the finiteness obstruction of any 
such X, 
C&l = ~-u~~O(~C~1(~)1)~ 
The end obstruction is such that [E] = 0 E k,(Z [rtl (E)]) if (and for n 2 6 only if) W is the 
interior of a compact n-dimensional mani$old. 
It is clear that every homotopy finite space is finitely dominated. In the simply connected 
case nr(X) = (1) every finitely dominated space X is homotopy finite, since R,(Z) = 0. 
A simply connected space is finitely dominated if and only if it is homotopy finite, and there 
is a standard homological criterion for homotopy finiteness in this case. 
PROPOSITION 4 (Milnor (unpublished) and Spanier [18, Exercise 8.G.51). A simply 
connected C W complex X is homotopy finite tf and only if the homology H,(X) is a fg. 
Z-module. 
Likewise for nilpotent spaces, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5 (Mislin [8]). A nilpotent space X is finitely dominated if and only if the 
homology H,(X) is afg. Z-module. 
4. BANDS 
Definition 6 (Siebenmann [16]). A band is a finite CW complex X with a finitely 
dominated infinite cyclic cover X. 
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PROPOSITION 6. Every jnitely dominated C W complex X is homotopy equivalent to the 
injinite cyclic cover r of a band Y. 
Proof: For any finite domination (K,f:X +K,g:K+X,gf- 1:X+X) there is de- 
fined a homotopy equivalence 
X x S l N T( gf) N T(fg) = finite C W complex = Y 
with X N X x Iw N F(gf) 2: F((fg) N Y. Y is a band. 0 
Example (Siebenmann [15]). A non-compact n-dimensional manifold W with one tame 
end E has an open neighbourhood i;; c W which is the infinite cyclic cover of a compact 
n-dimensional manifold band V, the wrapping up of the end, with p = 8’ u v- such that 
Xl(&) = q(V+) = It,(V) 
C&l = C~‘lEK(~CT@)l). 
The idea is to use tameness and a proper Morse function W+ lR+ to lift Iw+ --+ [w+; 
x + x + 1 to a shift map T: W --+ W which is a covering translation on an open neighbour- 
hood of the end. See [S] for a more detailed treatment of wrapping up. 
5. ALGEBRAIC FINITE DOMINATION 
Dejnition 7. A finite f.g. free A [z, z- ‘]-module chain complex C is A-jnitely dominated 
if it is A-module chain equivalent o a finite chain complex of Eg. projective A-modules, in 
which case it is a chain complex band. 
Example (Cayley-Hamilton, Milnor [7]). If F is a field then a finite Eg. free F[z, z- ‘I- 
module chain complex C is F-finitely dominated if and only if 
with F(z) the function field of F ( = the quotient field of F [z]). 
ProoJ: If C is F-finitely dominated the homology H,(C) is a finite-dimensional F-vector 
space, and the characteristic polynomial of the “monodromy” 
[: H*(C) + H*(C); x + zx 
is a non-zero polynomial 
p(z) = det(z - i:H,(C)[z] -+ H,(C)[Z])EF[Z] 
such that p(z)H,(C) = 0. 
Conversely, if H,(F(z) @ Flz,z- ,I C) = 0 there exists a non-zero polynomial p(z) E F [z] 
such that p(z)H,(C) = 0. The ring F[z, z-‘1 is noetherian, so that H,(C) is a f.g. F[z, z-l]- 
module, hence a f.g. F[z, z- ‘]/(p( z ))- module, and hence a f.g. F-module. 0 
A connected finite C Wcomplex X with rci (X) = rc x Z is a band if and only if the cellular 
z [xl cz, z -‘]-module chain complex C(x’) of the universal cover 2 is a chain complex 
band, by Wall’s chain level criterion for finite domination. 
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THEOREM 2. AJinite&g. free A [z, z- ‘]-module chain complex C is A-Jnitely dominated if 
and only if 
H,(A((z)) 0 ~tz,z-ll Cl = H,M(z- ‘1) @ ~[z,z-l, C) = 0. 
Pro06 Let i : A -+ A [z, z- ‘1 be the inclusion, and let 
i! = induction : {A-modules} + {A [z, z- ‘]-modules} 
i! = restriction: {A[z, z-‘]-modules) + {A-modules}. 
Given an A-module P let 
P[z, z-‘1 = i!P = A[z, z-‘1 @I,., P, P((z)) = A((z)) BA P 
be the induced A[z, z-‘I- and A((z))-modules. For any A-modules P, Q there is a natural 
injection 
Hom~,&Y(z))~ Q(W) -, HomAW, QW). 
If h : P + P is an automorphism of a f.g. projective A-module P then z - h : P( (z)) + P( (z)) is 
an automorphism, with inverse 
(z-h)-’ =(-h)-lj~O(h-lz)‘:P((z))+P((z)). 
Warning: this is deJinitely false if P is not $g. projective, e.g. if 
h:P=i!A[z,z-‘]+P; jjm UjZj+ f UjZj+' 
j=-m 
in which case there is dejined an exact sequence 
O+A[z,z-‘]+P((z))2P((z))+O 
with 
ACz, z-‘1 --f PC(z)); j=zm a#+ f ‘f h-k(aj)zi’k. 
j=-mk=-03 
A finite tg. free A[z, z-‘]-module chain complex C is chain equivalent to the algebraic 
mapping torus 
T(c) = W(z - i: i!i!C -+ i$C) 
of the A-module automorphism 
[: i!C -+ i!C; x + zx 
of the infinitely generated free A-module chain complex i!C. If C is A-finitely dominated 
then i!C is A-moduled chain equivalent o a finite f.g. projective A-module chain complex 
P with an A-module chain equivalence h: P + P such that C is A[z, z-‘]-module chain 
equivalent o T(h). Since P is f.g. projective it is possible to identify 
Hom,&P((z)), p((z))) = Hom& P)((z)). 
The A [z, z- ‘]-module chain map z - h : P [z, z- ‘1 + P[z, z-‘1 induces an A((z))-module 
chain equivalence z - h: P((z)) + P((z)), so that 
A((z)) 6 ~tz.r-11 C = A((z)) @ ~tz,z-ll T(h) = 0. 
Similarly for A((z- ‘)). 
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For the converse use the Cartesian squares of rings 
A Czl + A[z,z-‘1 A[z-‘1 + A[z,z-‘1 
1 1 1 1 
ACCzll + A((z)) A[[z-‘I] + A((z-I)). 
By Proposition 1 for every finite f.g. free A[z, z- ‘]-module chain complex C there exist 
a finite f.g. free A[z]-module subcomplex C+ c C and a finite f.g. free A[z-‘]-module 
subcomplex C- c C with 
C= A[z,z-‘]@~~~~C+ = A[z,z-‘]&~~-I,C- 
and such that C+ n C- is a finite f.g. free A-module chain complex, with a Mayer-Vietoris 
exact sequence 
O+C+nC-+C+@C--C-+0. 
The chain complex C is A-finitely dominated if and only if C+ and C- are A-finitely 
dominated. We shall show that A(@-‘)) 0 A[z,z-~IC N 0 implies that C+ is A-finitely 
dominated. The f.g. free A[z-‘]-module chain complex C- fits into an exact sequence of 
A [z- ‘]-module chain complexes 
o+c-Lc-[z,z_’ ] @ c- [[z-l]] + c-((z-l)) +o 
with 
C-[z,z-‘1 = A[z,z-‘]&~~-,~C- = C 
C- [[z-‘I] = A[[z-‘I] @ aIz- II C- 
C-((z-l)) = A((z-‘))a A~~-I]C- = A((~-‘))03 ALz,z-,IC. 
By hypothesis H,(C-((z- ‘))) = 0, so i is an A[z-‘]-module chain equivalence. Let 
j:C+nC-+C+@C-[[z-‘I] 
be the A-module chain map defined by inclusions in each component. The algebraic 
mapping cones of i and j are chain equivalent A-module chain complexes, since 
C/C- r C’/(C’ n C-). But i is a chain equivalence, so that j is also a chain equivalence. 
Since C+ n C- is a finite f.g. free A-module chain complex this shows that both Cf and 
C-[[z-‘I] are A-finitely dominated. Similarly, A((z)) 0 A[z,r-LIC ‘v 0 implies that C- is 
A-finitely dominated. 0 
COROLLARY. A connected jinite C W complex X with universal cover 2 and fundamental 
group zl(X) = n x Z is a band if and only if 
H*(ZL-~l((Z)) 8 H[n][z,z-‘I cm = H*(am-‘)) 0 H[n](z,r-‘]Cm = 0. 0 
Example. For any f.g. projective A-module P = im( p = p2 : Ak --* A“) the l-dimensional 
A [z, z- ‘]-module chain complex 
.‘. +o-+P[z,z-‘]&P[z,z-‘1 
is chain equivalent o the chain complex band 
c: . . . +O+C, = A[z,z-‘lk d=l-pz+CO = P[z,z-‘-Jk 
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with 
He(C) = P (z acting by the identity) 
%(4(z)) @ _4tz,z- ‘I C) = &(Nz-9) 0 A[z.z-11 C) = cl 
(l@dd)_‘=1+p 2 Zj:~((z))~A[z.Z-l]CO~A((Z))~~[z,z-~lC1 
j=l 
0 
(1 OV’ = 1 -P c z’:~((z-‘))O.,,,.-~,C,~~((z-‘))~”,,,,-~,C1. 
This is an algebraic analogue of the Mather construction of a C W band X in the homotopy 
type of Y x S’ for a finitely dominated C W complex Y. 0 
The following is an example of an infinite cyclic cover of a finite C W complex which is 
not finitely dominated. 
Example (Milnor [7]). If X = S’ v S2 then X = [w u Z x S2 is not finitely dominated, 
since X is simply connected and H2(X) = Z[z, z-‘1 is not a f.g. Z-module. The cellular 
Z [z, z- ‘]-module chain complex is 
and 
C(8): . . . +o+z[z,z-‘]~z[z,z-‘]*z[z,z-‘] 
H2W; Z(W)) = a(z)), H2(X; Z((z_l))) = Z((z_1)). 
Remark. Bieri and Eckmann Cl] and Brown [2] obtained a necessary and sufficient 
homological criterion for a projective A-module chain complex C to be finitely dominated, 
namely that the functor 
H, (C, - ) : {right A-modules} + (graded Z-modules} 
M + H*(C; M) = zf*(M 03” C) 
preserve products. (I am indebted to C.T.C. Wall for these references.) A f.g. free A [z, z- ‘I- 
module chain complex is a free A-module chain complex, but it is not clear how this 
criterion for finite domination is related to the criterion provided by Theorem 2. 
6. ENDS OF COMPLEXES 
The proof of Theorem 2 will now be related to the chain complex properties of tame 
ends, as promised in the Introduction. 
Given a space W let 
W”= wu(a3} 
be the one-point compactification. 
Dejinition 7 (Quinn [ll]). (i) The homotopy link of 00 in W” is the space e( IV) of proper 
paths 
o:(O,l] + w 
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or equivalently maps 
o:(CO, n{qbw”&fJ)) 
such that o-‘( 00) = (0). 
(ii) A non-compact space W is tame at co if there exists a closed cocompact subspace 
V G W such that the inclusion V x (l} + W extends to a proper map q : V x (0, l] + W, or 
equivalently a map 
4:(Vx(O, 11)” = I/” A [O, l] + W” 
such that @)-I( co) = co. 
If W is tame at cc the homotopy link is such that there is defined a homotopy pushout 
e(w) + {a~> 
PW 
1 1 
W 5 W” 
with i: W -+ W” the inclusion and 
pw:e(W + W; 0 + w(l). 
For such W the homology groups of e( W’) fit into an exact sequence 
... -+H,(e(W))+H,(W)+H~f(W)+H,_l(e(W))+ ... 
with H’,/(W) = H,( W”, { 00 }) the locally finite homology groups of W. 
The homotopy link is a homotopy theoretic model for the topology of an end of 
a non-compact space which is tame at cc . An infinite cyclic cover W = 8 of a connected 
finite C W complex X has two ends. To each path o E e( W) assign a sign + according as to 
which end contains ~((0, l]), and lift pW: e( W) + W to a map 
&:e(W)-+ Wx{ f > = WuW, 0J + (o(l), f ). 
If W is finitely dominated then W is tame at co, and pW is a homotopy equivalence. 
The combinatorial and chain level properties of the homotopy link construction are 
investigated in [S], including the definition of the end complex e(C) of a based free A-module 
chain complex C. If 
C,=CA(&) 
1, 
then the A-module chain complex e(C) is defined to be the algebraic mapping cone of the 
inclusion i : C + C’” 
e(C) = V(i: C -+ C’f)*+l 
with C’* the locally finite chain complex given by 
cy = n A (rEZ). 
1, 
It is shown in [S] that if W is tame at cc, and m is the universal cover of W, then the 
pullback cover F) of e(W) is such that 
H,(z)) = H&C(m))) 
with &: H,(F)) 4 H,( m induced by the projection e(C( I?)) + C( I@. 
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Let X be a finite C W complex with an infinite cyclic cover W = x classified by 
~=projection:x~(X)=nxZ+Z 
with a finite fundamental domain (Xr; Y, [Y) such that 
w= w+ u w- = i, [j(X,; Y, [Y) 
j=-a, 
w+ = 6 cjx,, w- = ; [‘X,, w+ n w- = Y 
j=O j= -m 
q(W) = nl(w+) = 7cl(W_) = q(Y) = 7c1(Xy) = ‘II. 
(Every finite C W complex X with x1(X) = ?I x Z is simple homotopy equivalent o one of 
this type - e.g. a closed regular neighbourhood of X in some Euclidean space. See Ranicki 
[12,8.15] for a combinatorial transversality construction.) Then W is finitely dominated if 
and only if W+ and W- are finitely dominated, in which case the composites 
e(W+) pw* -w+-+w 
e(W_)“- w- + w 
e(W+)ue(W-)+e(WJ 
are homotopy equivalences. Let f, xy, I@ be the universal covers of Y, Xy, W, so that 
j=O j=-a, 
Let A = Z [rc], so that A[z, z- ‘1 = Z[z x Z]. The cellular chain complexes 
c(K+) = c+, C(FV) = c- 
are such that C+ (resp. C-) is a based f.g. free A [z]- (resp. A [z-l]-) module chain complex. 
The cellular chain complex of m is given by 
C(@‘)=C=A[z,z-‘]@.I,lC+=A[z,z-‘]@~I,-,,C- 
and the locally n-finite cellular chain complexes of F?, @- are given by 
C(@+)‘-r = ACCzll 0 alzl C+, C(fi-)‘f = A[[z-‘I] @ aLz-lI C-. 
The end complexes of C+, C- are given by 
e(C) = V(i: C+ + A[[z]] 0 a[zI C’),, 1 
e(C-) = %‘(i:C- + A[[z-‘I] @arz-IIC-)*+l. 
The condition H,(A((z-‘)) 0 ALrI C’) = 0 for C+ to be A-finitely dominated is just that the 
composite 
e(C-) proj. c- incl. , C 
be a homology equiualence. The two conditions of Theorem 2 for a finite Eg. free A[z, z-l]- 
module chain complex C to be A-finitely dominated 
H,(A((z)) @ ~[z,z-11 C) = WA((z-‘)) 0 ~tr.z-11 C) = 0 
TOP 34/3-J 
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are just that both the chain maps e(C’) + C, e(C-) + C be homology equivalences, for any 
Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence 
o+c+nc-+C+@C-+C+O 
given by algebraic transversality, with C+ n C- a finite f.g. free A-module chain complex. 
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